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My, how we have grown since September!

From Coach Sandy,

It was a difficult season in
many ways. Getting back
to group activities
post-COVID was
challenging for some of
our swimmers. As coaches,
we regretted the lost year

of swimming but knew that we could not make
up for it in a single season. We did push a little
harder, though. Add in the construction work
on Lejeune Hall, the uncertain meet schedule,
the cold water we started the season with, and
the masks, and the kids had plenty to deal
with. And they dealt with it - practice after
practice. They still made friends and laughed
and learned new things.

The people I admire most actively appreciate
silver linings. I am so proud of our swimmers
for weathering the clouds this season and
enjoying the silver linings.  I hope they have a
sunny summer season and I will miss them
until I see them next September.

– Coach Sandy

From Coach Kate,

If we have learned anything
over the last two years, it is
flexibility and patience -
skills that we use in
everyday life and skills you
will use as you navigate
your journey through the
NAAC program. As an NAAC
alumni, flexibility and

patience are imperative to have the privilege to
swim in one of the top swim facilities in the
country, Lejeune Hall. Novice B provides a taste of
what being a member of the NAAC will be as
swimmers continue their swimming careers.
Whether a swimmer is moving up to Novice A or
staying in Novice B, flexibility and patience will
continue to be key.

Over the past season, it has been incredible to
watch the growth in our swimmers. Even with
some disruptions, I am thankful that we were able
to have our Novice B group this year. As our
summer hiatus approaches, I hope each swimmer
finds some joy over the summer - splashing in the
pool, playing in the sand, riding a bike, reading a
book, traveling, etc. I hope everyone has a SAFE
and FUN summer! See you in September!

-Coach Kate



May Focus
In May, we celebrate how much fun we
have swimming together. We review
what we have learned and we make goals
for what we will learn between now and
next fall. We encourage our NAAC B
Families to continue to use GroupMe to
share summer success stories or ask
questions of our coaches and of each
other. Summer is a great time to learn
new things and we look forward to
hearing all about your swimmer’s summer adventures.

Important Dates
NAAC Chidester Meet- Apr. 30 - May 1

Last Day of Novice B - May 11

NAAC May Meet - May 14-15

Upcoming Birthdays
Hollyn Roland - May. 24

Parker Green - Jun. 1

Graeme Nix - Jun. 7

Grayson Septembre - Jun. 21

Parker Kelsey - Jun. 24


